We extract the electrical conductivity σ 0 of the quark gluon plasma(QGP) and study the effects of magnetic field and chiral anomaly on soft photon azimuthal anisotropy, v 2 , based on the thermal photon spectrum at 0.4 GeV < p ⊥ < 0.6 GeV at RHIC energy. As a basis for our analysis, we derive the behavior of retarded photon self energy of a strongly interacting neutral plasma in hydrodynamic regime in the presence of magnetic field and chiral anomaly. By evolving the resulting soft thermal photon production rate over the realistic hydrodynamic background and comparing the results with the data from the PHENIX Collaboration, we found that the electrical conductivity at QGP temperature is in the range: 0.4 < σ 0 /(e 2 T ) < 1.1, which is comparable with recent studies on lattice. We also compare the contribution from the magnetic field and chiral anomaly to soft thermal photon v 2 with the data. We argue that at LHC, the chiral magnetic wave would give negative contribution to photon v 2 . * yyin@bnl.gov 1 arXiv:1312.4434v2 [nucl-th]
I. INTRODUCTION
Photons produced in heavy-ion collisions contain rich information on the properties of quark-gluon plasma(QGP). The number of photons emitted per unit time per unit volume, from a plasma in thermal equilibrium, to leading order in α EM , is given by [1] :
e ω/T − 1 ω=|p| .
(
where P ij T ≡ δ ij −p ipj is the projection operator. Here G ij R,EM (ω, p)(i.e. retarded photon self energy) denotes the retarded Green's function of the charge current operator
On the other hand, the low energy and low momentum behavior of G ij R,EM (ω, p) for any interacting system in the thermal equilibrium is completely fixed by hydrodynamics. Indeed, if the conductivity tensor of the system is isotropic, i.e. σ ij = σ 0 δ ij , the thermal emission rate of soft photons is fully parametrized by σ 0 :
Recently, results of low p ⊥ direct thermal photon spectrum at RHIC have been reported by PHENIX Collaboration [2, 3] . The lowest p ⊥ bin in those results is 0.4 GeV ≤ p ⊥ ≤ 0.6 GeV .
It is now well accepted that a near perfect fluid is created in heavy-ion collisions. The smallness of η/s as inferred from relativistic hydrodynamic simulations implies that sQGP enjoys a wider hydrodynamic regime, to the order of πT . Therefore, for photon produced at energy 0.4 GeV ≤ p ⊥ ≤ 0.6 GeV , the hydrodynamic expression, e.g. Eq. (2) does apply.
We then could use Eq. (2) to extract σ 0 . By evolving Eq. (2) with the temperature-flow background as generated by solutions of relativistic hydrodynamic equations(cf. Sec. III),
we found at typical QGP temperature(cf. Fig. 1 ): 0.4 < σ e 2 T < 1.1 .
To the extent of our knowledge, this is the first direct estimation of the electrical conductivity of QGP based on soft photon production with realistic hydrodynamics simulation 1 .
1 The conductivity can be related to the diffusive constant via Einstein relation. The heavy quark diffusive constant in QGP was studied in Ref. [4] based on charm spectrum R AA and charm elliptic flow. Recently, there is encouraging progress on constraining light quark diffusive constant of QGP at cross-over regime by applying fluctuating hydrodynamics in Bjorken expansion to the study of charge density fluctuations in QCD matter [5] . However, we are unaware of any work on directly extracting the conductivity and light quark diffusive constant with the realistic hydrodynamic simulation.
On the other hand, Eq. (2) indicates that photon azimuthal anisotropy, v 2 should be small in low p ⊥ regime as the effects due to the background elliptic flow are highly suppressed.
However, the PHENIX results on soft photon v 2 [3] suggest that direct photon v 2 does not tend to vanish at low p ⊥ limit but saturates at some positive value(cf. Fig. 2 ). The non-zero soft photon v 2 implies that Eq. (2) does receive sizable modifications in QGP 2 .
One possible source of such modifications is the magnetic field created by the spectator charges of ultra-relativistic heavy ions which can be as large as eB ∼ m 2 π , and it points to the perpendicular direction of the reaction plane [7] . In Ref. [8] , the effects of magnetic field were considered to explain photon v 2 at p ⊥ > 1 GeV as measured by PHENIX Collaboration [9] .
In the present paper, we will study the effects of magnetic field and chiral anomaly on soft photon v 2 . As a basis for our analysis, we will derive the behavior of retarded Green's function G R ij (ω, p) in the hydrodynamic regime in a neutral strongly coupled plasma in the presence of homogeneous magnetic field and chiral anomaly. As triangle anomaly leads to additional terms in the constitute relation of hydrodynamics [10] , the resulting G R ij (ω, p) has a much richer structure. This opens the possibility to distinguish the effects of chiral anomaly to photon v 2 . Furthermore, as it is not unexpected that the magnetic field will give positive contribution to photon v 2 , the phenomenologically important question is how sizable the effects of magnetic field are at heavy-ion collisions. To answer this question, a realistic hydrodynamic simulation of photon production is needed. By evolving the modified soft photon rate in realistic hydrodynamic background, we found that if the life time of magnetic field τ B > 2 ∼ 3 fm, the contribution due to magnetic field to the soft photon v 2 is comparable to the experiment results. This paper is organized as follows. Sec. II presents the derivation of the behavior of retarded Green's function G ij R (ω, p) in the hydrodynamic region in the presence of homogeneous magnetic field and chiral anomaly. Results are summarized in Eq. (14) and Eq. (15).
Though they are the direct consequences of the constitute relation of anomalous hydrodynamics and the linear response theory, to best of our knowledge, Eq. (15) is new in literature . In Sec. III, we extract the electrical conductivity with the realistic hydrodynamic evolution. Our results are comparable with recent lattice measurement. In Sec. IV, we investigate the relation between magnetic field and photon v 2 . We summarize and conclude in Sec. V.
II. RETARDED GREEN'S FUNCTION IN THE HYDRODYNAMIC REGIME AND SOFT PHOTON PRODUCTION
In this section, we will work out explicitly the behavior of the retarded Green's function G R ij (ω, p) of a neutral(n V,A = 0) strongly coupled plasma in the presence of a homogeneous magnetic fieldB 0 and chiral anomaly in the hydrodynamic region. For our purpose, it is sufficient to consider a plasma with only one flavor with EM charge q f . We start with the constitute relation for the spatial part of the vector current J 
where l, m = 1, 2, 3 run over spatial components and µ V , µ A denote chemical potential of vector charge and axial charge respectively. In Eq. (4), the anomaly coefficient
is defined through the divergence of the axial current
C anom µ A,V B terms in Eq. (4) are completely induced by chiral anomaly [10] and are directly related to chiral magnetic effects and charge separation effects [7, 11] (12)).
To determine the behavior of G R ij (ω, p) in the hydrodynamic region through the linear response theory, we now perturb the system by imposing a space-time dependent vector potential δA ∝ e −iωt+ip·x . Due to Eq. (4) and E = −∂ t A, for a neutral plasma, the change of current δj V,A in response to δA now reads:
Here we relate δµ V,A , δn V,A by χδµ V,A = δn V,A where χ is the susceptibility. We expect that in the chirally symmetric phase, the susceptibility for the axial charge and the vector charge are approximately identical. For future convenience, we have also introduced:
where the speed of chiral magnetic wave [13] reads:
From anomaly equation Eq. (6) and conservation of vector charge
Now solving for δn V,A in terms of δA in Eq. (10) and put them back in the expression of j V in Eq. (7), one arrives at:
The tensor σ ij in the presence of B 0 may be decomposed as [14] :
whereB 0 is the directional vector of B 0 . Here σ 0 denotes the conductivity in the absence of magnetic field, σ B,L , σ B,T denote the change of conductivity in the longitudinal and transverse direction of magnetic field B 0 3 . According to linear response theory:
we then obtain:
where form factors in Eq. (14) are given by:
3 If the Hall conductivity σ H is non-zero, one could add an additional term iσ H ijkB
where
In Eq. (15) As one can check, in the absence of B 0 that σ B,T , σ B,L , v χ = 0, F BB , F pB vanish and we recover the well-known results:
Returning to Eq. (14) and Eq. (15), we see immediately that G R ij (ω, p) has poles when Ω(ω, p, ±B 0 ) = 0. The corresponding dispersion relation is:
ForB 0 ·p = 0, Eq. (18) describes the conventional diffusive modes while forB 0 ·p = 0, Eq. (18) describes a propagating hydrodynamical mode, namely, chiral magnetic wave [13] .
We point out here that due to chiral magnetic wave poles, zero frequency limit and zero momentum limit of G ij R,EM (ω, p) may not commute with each other. Special care may be needed when apply Kubo formula to a plasma in the presence of magnetic field and chiral anomaly.
To determine photon production rate in the hydrodynamic region, we only need to know the imaginary part of F T (ω, p), F BB (ω, p) along the light-cone ω = |p|:
Keeping terms of the lowest order in ω in Eq. (19), we then have, in the presence of magnetic field and chiral anomaly, that:
and in the absence of B, we recover Eq. (2).
In the following sections, we will use Eq. (2) and Eq. (20) to study soft photon production in heavy-ion collisions.
III. ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF QGP
The thermal photon momentum spectrum produced during the evolution of the radiating fireball can be written as:
where the photon energy, which is ω in the lab frame, is red-shifted to ω shift in the frame that fluid is at rest:
Here, assuming the boost-invariance, the 4-velocity of the flow field is
We use Bjorken's coordinates τ, ξ, x, y, with τ = √ t 2 − z 2 the longitudinal proper time and ξ = tanh −1 (z/t) the space-time rapidity that d 4 x = τ dτ dξdxdy.
The photon momentum is parametrized by its rapidity Y , transverse momentum p ⊥ and azimuthal emission angle φ p , i.e., p
In the present section, we will estimate the value of the electrical conductivity by neglecting possible modifications due to the magnetic field. We will return to the effects of magnetic field in the next section. For the soft photon production at heavy-ion collisions,
we have from Eq. (2) that:
We will concentrate on the photo productions at mid-rapidity Y = 0 and expand the photon production in Fourier Harmonics:
We therefore have:
Now introducing the dimensionless quantity:
As the conductivity in hadronic phase is much smaller than that in QGP state due to the reduction of the charge carriers in the medium, σ/e 2 T QGP provides us an estimation of σ/e 2 T at typical QGP temperature.
In Fig. 1 , we show σ/e 2 T QGP , the average σ/(e 2 T ) in QGP as defined by Eq. temperature as extracted from thermal photon spectrum for those three centrality bins are similar [2] , we expect that σ/(e 2 T ) QGP would have a weak dependence on centrality. This is indeed the case as one can see in Fig. 1 : while both soft photon production and hydrodynamic backgrounds are different for those centrality bins, the resulting σ/(e 2 T ) QGP shows little dependence on the centralities.
The error bars shown in Fig. 1 are determined from the experimental (systematic) uncertainties in the photon production as σ/(e 2 T ) QGP given in Eq. (26) linearly depends on photon production measured in experiment. On the theory side, the major source of uncertainty is from the correction to Eq. (2) at p ⊥ = 0.5 GeV. One may get an idea on the magnitude of such corrections from strongly coupled QCD-like theories. For example, for N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory in the strongly coupling limit, the corrections to Eq. (2) is at most 20% for p ⊥ from 0 to πT (see Fig. 1 of Ref. [19] ). In our calculations, we did not include the contributions at pre-equilibrium stage. To estimate the resulting uncertainty, we have extrapolated from the initial time τ i = 0.4 fm to a 3 times smaller value assuming 1-dimensional boost-invariant expansion between these times and computed the photon production during that interval. The corrections is a few percent at most.
We now compare our results with the electrical conductivity as measured on lattice.
A recent quenched study using Wilson-Clover fermions [18] in the continuum limit found
This result is consistent with other lattice measurements [20] . Here C EM = f q 2 f counts number of charge carriers. For example, for f = u, d, C EM = (5/9)e 2 and for f = u, d, s, C EM = (2/3)e 2 . For comparison, we plot the range of σ/(e 2 T ) at T = 1.45T c as indicated in Ref. [18] in Fig. 1 in dashes horizontal lines with C EM = (2/3)e 2 by assuming in QGP, u, d, s all contribute to the conductivity. It is seen there that our results are completely comparable with lattice measurement. Our results is also consistent with Ref. [21] using the off-shell parton-hadron-string dynamics transport approach.
IV. SOFT PHOTON v 2 , CHIRAL ANOMALY AND MAGNETIC FIELD
In this section, we will study the effects of magnetic field and chiral anomaly on soft photon v 2 . We will evolve soft photon production rate in the presence of magnetic field and chiral anomaly Eq. (20) as derived in Sec. II in the realistic hydrodynamic background.
As at RHIC energy, the typical speed of chiral magnetic wave v χ is around 0.1 ∼ 0.4 [22] using the susceptibility measured on lattice [23] , we then neglect v 2 χ terms in Eq. (20) and approximate the photon rate at mid-rapidity Y = 0 as:
Here, we have introduced dimensionless ratio r T , r L :
to characterize the relative change of conductivity in the presence of magnetic field.
We now estimate the contribution from the magnetic field to photon v 2 as:
To compute v 2 (B), we need to determine r T and r L . Let us first consider r T = σ B,T /σ 0 under Drude approximation(relaxation time approximate). Recall the equation of motion for a massive particle in the presence of EM field and a drag force: dp
where τ rel denotes the relaxation time. By imposing the steady-state condition dp dt = 0 and computing the current in response to E, one finds:
As charge carriers moving along the direction of magnetic field B do not feel the Lorentz force, the magnetic field would not affect the longitudinal components of conductivity tensor,
i.e. r L = 0 under the drude estimation. Chiral anomaly may introduce an non-trivial contribution to the longitudinal conductivity. However, as the purpose of this section is to estimate the effects of magnetic field to soft photo v 2 , we will defer the effects due to r L to future studies.
We now ready to evaluate v 2 (B) as defined by Eq. (29) in the realistic hydrodynamic background as we did in the previous section. To estimate r T using Eq. (31), we need to estimate τ rel /M in QGP. In N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills (sYM) theory in strong coupling limit, this is known for heavy quarks [24] ,
Following [25] , we will use Eq. (32) with g 2 N c = 6π . We will parametrize our ignorance of τ rel /M in QGP by introducing a dimensionless parameter λ:
We will treat λ as a free parameter and study the effects of the magnetic field with various λs.
As r T depends on the q f . Strictly speaking, in Eq. (29), one should sum the contributions from different flavors. However, as the photon rate is proportional to q 2 f , the number of photon produced by u quarks is roughly four times that produced by d quarks. We therefore, in our actual evaluation of Eq. (29), set q f = q u = (2/3)e.
We finally specify the profile eB during the hydrodynamic evolution. We neglect the spatial gradients of magnetic field and take it in the lab frame along the y direction. We use the time-varying profile of the magnetic field with a parametrization where we call τ B the lifetime of the magnetic field. This form has been used in previous literature widely (see, for example, Ref. [8, 22] ). We take (eB) max = 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10m increases with growing λ. 6 Dashed curves in Fig. 3 are corresponding to the upper and lower bound of the direct photon v 2 at p ⊥ = 0.5 GeV in the data [3] (cf. Fig. 2 ). As one can see in Fig 3 , depending on the value of ω B τ rel , the magnetic field would give contribution, which is comparable to the data, to the soft photon v 2 for τ B > 2 ∼ 3 fm. We have also checked that for those τ B , λ which reproduce the photon v 2 in the experiment, our estimation on σ 0 based the photon production rate in the absence of magnetic field will only be affected by 10 − 20%, within the error bar shown in the Fig. 1 .
V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have estimated the electrical conductivity σ in the quark gluon plasma(QGP) based on the soft photon production from the data and realistic hydrodynamic evolution. We find that σ/(e 2 T ) is in the range 0.4 < σ/(e 2 T ) < 1.1. Previously, the electrical conductivity of QGP was mostly extracted from Euclidean correlator measured on lattice [18, 20] . Those analyses always involve a non-trivial analytical continuation. The present work offered an alternative estimation of the electrical conductivity.
Photon production in heavy-ion collisions have been studied extensively (see for example Refs. [30] ) based on the thermal photon emission rate computed from perturbative QCD(pQCD) [31] . While one may apply pQCD at high photon energy, its applicability for photon energy below a few GeV is not warranted. Indeed, experiment results [32] indicate that the hydrodynamic simulations with pQCD rate typically underestimate the thermal photon production. In this work, instead of taking the soft photon production rate of QGP 5 It should also be pointed out that if τ B << τ rel , the hydrodynamic expression Eq. (27) does not apply. 6 As λ here is the ratio of the actual φ B in plasma to the characteristic φ 0 B (cf. Eq. (33)), we do not expect λ to be O(10) and choose λ = 8 to be the largest value of λ used in the current computations.
as an input from certain microscopic calculations, we have extracted such rate based on hydrodynamics and the data. It would be interesting to extend the method used in this paper to obtain information on photon production rate at other p ⊥ window.
The effects of magnetic field on the photon production and photon azimuthal anisotropy, v 2 , have attracted much attention recently [8, [33] [34] [35] . We hope the present study based on hydrodynamics would shed light on how sizable the effects of magnetic field would be. In particular, by computing the contributions from magnetic field to photon v 2 for various,τ B , the life time of magnetic field in realistic hydrodynamic background, we found that if the life-time of τ B > 2 ∼ 3 fm, the resulting soft photon v 2 is comparable to that measured in experiment. On the other hand, if the life-time of magnetic field is as short as estimated in
Ref. [28] , the contribution from magnetic field to photon v 2 in low momentum region might be negligible.
It should be noticed that magnetic field even in the absence of anomaly would contribute to the photon v 2 via conventional synchrotron radiation [34] . Distinguishing the effects of chiral anomaly is not that straightforward. In hydrodynamic regime, however, a modelindependent conclusion can be drawn in the light of the Eq. (20) . According to Eq. (20) and the discussion in Sec. IV, the contributions due to chiral anomaly are fully parametrized by the speed of chiral magnetic wave v χ while the effects due to the conventional cyclotron motion are parametrized by ω B τ rel . Moreover, the azimuthal angle dependence of the photon production is drastically affected by the additional pole structure of retarded Green's function due to the chiral magnetic wave. For example, by Fourier transforming Eq. (20) , one can see explicitly that the Fourier component of cos(4φ p ) is proportional to v 2 χ , suggesting that photon v 4 might be used to study the effects of chiral magnetic wave [35] .
We will conclude this paper by pointing out that chiral anomaly may play different roles in soft photon production at RHIC and LHC. At RHIC energy where v χ is not very close to 1, one may apply the approximate expression Eq. (27) . At RHIC, we found that suppression of the transverse conductivity due to Lorentz force may play a dominant role to contribute to the photon v 2 . However, at LHC energy where v χ approaches 1 due to much larger magnetic field, the pole of G ij R (ω, p)(cf. Eq. (15)) corresponding to chiral magnetic wave will be very close to the light cone. The photon production is largely enhanced along the directionB 0 .
Physically, this is due to the decay of the chiral magnetic wave into photon when v χ is close
